Factors controlling the size of DNA loops in frog embryos and Friend erythroleukemia cells.
Measurements were made of the average size of fluorescent halos of nucleoids of developing frog embryos, mouse fibroblasts (A9 cells) and Friend erythroleukemia cells cultured with various compounds. These halos are thought to represent relaxed lengths of loops of DNA attached to the nuclear matrix. Measurement of transcription of RNA from nuclei in vitro suggested that cells with more loops (smaller halos) had more initiation sites for transcription. DNA loop number decreases during development of the frog embryos, and red blood cells of adults have even fewer and larger loops. One or two days of culture of Friend cells in various compounds that induce differentiation resulted in more DNA loops than for control cells, but after 5 days of culture the differentiated erythrocytes had fewer DNA loops than control cells at stationary phase. Stationary phase cells have almost twice as many DNA loops as log phase cells. Various compounds that stall cells at the G1/S border induced more DNA loops, but subsequently the number of DNA loops decreased as the cells entered S phase. A number of compounds which slow the rate of cell division cause the formation of more DNA loops, perhaps due to longer G1 periods.